
Terms & Conditions 

PRIVACY STATEMENT


Texo Molior d.o.o is committed to providing personal data protection by collecting only 

the essential, basic information about the Visitor. All  information is strictly kept and only 

accessible to employees. All employees of Texo Molior d.o.o. and business partners are 

responsible for adhering to the privacy principles.


COOKIES


Cookies are unacknowledged documents that are temporarily stored on the Visitor’s hard 

drive and allow the Website to recognize Visitor’s computer when he/she visits the 

Website the next time. The provider uses cookies only to collect information related to the 

use of the Website. The Website uses data from Google Analytics for advertising 

marketing. This means the Visitor can see Texo Molior’s ads on the Google advertising 

network or on other websites which use this type of advertising. Cookies like Google 

Analytics cookies or some other cookies such as DoubleClick cookies are used to 

optimize the Visitor’s ad views on the pages he/she visits and track his/her visits to those 

pages. Based on the Visitor’s interests, data from Google advertising and third-party data 

(such as age, sex, interest) are used in combination with Google Analytics to better 

understand, analyze, and optimize your advertising and site performance.


USE OF PERSONAL DATA


If the Visitor provides Texo Molior with his/her email address to collect information, he/she 

will receive only the information for which he/she entered his/her address. If the Visitor 

allows Texo Molior to provide him/her the information via e-mail, he/she will receive only 

the information he/she has requested. 

The Visitor who leaves his/her phone number to Texo Molior to notify him on inquiries, 

requests or information gathering, Texo Molior will inform him via that phone number. 

Texo Molior guarantees that all personal information that the Visitor submits to Texo 

Molior will be kept with the utmost care and will only be used for fulfilling the contract, 

fulfilling its legal obligations or for the purpose for which the Visitor has given the consent. 



Texo Molior does not provide any personal information collected on the Website, 

including forms or lists of contracts from e-mail, to the third party, except for the purpose 

of fulfilling the contract. Visitor’s personal information can be used for other purposes 

than previously stated only if Texo Molior informs the Visitor about it and gives him the 

possibility to reject it. 


SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS


Where permissible according to applicable law we may use certain limited personal 

information about you, such as your email address, to hash it and to share it with social 

media platforms, such as Facebook or Google, to generate leads, drive traffic to our 

websites or otherwise promote our products and services. These processing activities are 

based on our legitimate interest in undertaking marketing activities to offer you products 

or services that may be if your interest. 

 

The social media platforms with which we may share your personal data are not 

controlled or supervised by Texo Molior. Therefore, any questions regarding how your 

social media platform service provider processes your personal data should be directed 

to such provider.


THE COMMUNICATION PRIVACY


Texo Molior respects the Visitor's privacy. Every communication between the Texo Molior 

and the Visitor is strictly confidential. Texo Molior guarantees that all collected data will be 

treated with utmost confidentiality and according to the law and privacy policy 

regulations.  

 

Personal information exchange is done through the https protocol.





